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Studies in neurophysiology and in psychophysics provide evidence for the existence of temporal
integration mechanisms in the auditory system. These auditory mechanisms may be viewed as
‘‘detectors,’’ parametrized by their cutoff frequencies. There is an interest in quantifying those cutoff
frequencies by direct psychophysical measurement, in particular for tasks that are related to speech
perception. In this study, the inherent difficulties in synthesizing speech signals with prescribed
temporal envelope bandwidthat the output of the listener’s cochleahave been identified. In order to
circumvent these difficulties, a dichotic synthesis technique is suggested with interleaving
critical-band envelopes. This technique is capable of producing signals which generate cochlear
temporal envelopes with prescribed bandwidth. Moreover, for unsmoothed envelopes, the synthetic
signal is perceptually indistinguishable from the original. With this technique established,
psychophysical experiments have been conducted to quantify the upper cutoff frequency of the
auditory critical-band envelope detectors at threshold, using high-quality, wideband speech signals
~bandwidth of 7 kHz! as test stimuli. These experiments show that in order to preserve speech
quality ~i.e., for inaudible distortions!, the minimum bandwidth of the envelope information for a
given auditory channel is considerably smaller than a critical-band bandwidth~roughly one-half of
one critical band!. Difficulties encountered in using the dichotic synthesis technique to measure the
cutoff frequencies relevant to intelligibility of speech signals with fair quality levels~e.g., above
MOS level 3! are also discussed. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1396325#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Pc, 43.66.Ba, 43.72.Ar@DOS#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies in neurophysiology and in psychophysics p
vide evidence for the existence of temporal integrat
mechanisms in the auditory system~e.g., Eddins and Green
1995!. The neural circuitry that realizes these mechanism
yet to be understood. At the least, we may view these me
nisms as ‘‘detectors,’’ characterized in part by their low
and upper cutoff frequencies. These cutoff frequencies de
mine which part of the input information that is present at
auditory-nerve~AN! level is perceptually relevant. Hence,
is important to quantify these frequencies, particularly
tasks that are related to speech perception.

Two recent studies~Drullmanet al., 1994 and Chiet al.,
1999! seem to provide psychophysically based estimate
the cutoff frequencies of the auditory detectors involved
tasks related to speech intelligibility. These studies are
spired by the apparent ability of the speech transmission
dex ~STI! to predict intelligibility scores for speech recorde
in auditorium-like conditions~e.g., Steeneken and Houtga
1980!. Recall that the STI is computed from the modulati
transfer functions~MTFs! of the transmission path betwee
the location of the speech source and that of the microph
An MTF is specified at a given frequency as the degree
which the original intensity modulations are preserved at
microphone location. In Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980,
MTFs are measured for 7 one-octave-wide noise carr

a!This work was done while the author was with Bell Labs, Lucent Te
nologies.
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centered at frequencies that are one octave apart~from 125 to
8000 Hz!, with 14 modulation frequencies~0.63 to 12.5 Hz,
in one-third-octave steps!. @Note that the range of center fre
quencies covers the frequency range used in speech com
nication, and that the range of the modulation frequenc
covers the time constants of the articulatory mechanis
used by the human speaker.# The high correlation of STI and
speech intelligibility scores~Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980!,
and the fact that STI is based upon MTFs, raises the ques
whether auditory detectors active in the speech intelligibi
task have a cutoff frequency of the order of 12.5 Hz~i.e., the
maximum modulation frequency in Steeneken and Houtg
1980!. In Drullman et al. ~1994!, an attempt was made t
assess the amount by which temporal modulations can
reduced without affecting the performance in a phone
identification task. Results showed that temporal envel
smoothing hardly affect the performance, even for cutoff f
quency as low as 16 Hz. In Chiet al. ~1999!, detection
thresholds were measured for spectral and temporal M
using broadband stimuli with sinusoidally rippled profile
that vary with time. Results showed that temporal MTFs e
hibit low-pass characteristics, with cutoff frequencies simi
to those of Drullmanet al. ~1994!.

A question that emerges at this point is whether the p
chophysical data obtained by these experiments, about
bandwidth of temporal MTFs, can also be considered as
dence of the characteristics of the relevant auditory mec
nisms~i.e., that they are low-pass in nature, with cutoff fr
quencies of about 16 Hz!. As shown in Sec. II, such a

-
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FIG. 1. From top to bottom:~a! a 440-ms-long segmen
of the original speechs(t); ~b! the output signal,si(t),
of a critical-band filter centered at 2450 Hz;~c! the
envelopeai(t); ~d! the smoothed envelopeãi(t) ~low-
pass filtered toB516 Hz!; and ~e! the envelope-
smoothed critical-band signals̄i(t). The ordinate of
panels~b! to ~e! have the same scale. The ordinate
panel~a! has a different scale.
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conclusion is not permissible. This is so because the
served psychophysical performance is, in part, a con
quence of using signal-processing techniques which, fo
prescribed envelope bandwidth, produce synthetic sig
that generate internal auditory representations whose tem
ral envelopes are wideband signals, with envelope ba
widths as wide as one critical band. Therefore, while p
forming the psychophysical experiments the human obse
was presented with rich temporal envelope information, w
a bandwidth much beyond the nominal value prescribed
the input.

In Sec. III, the difficulties inherent in synthesizin
speech signals with prescribed temporal envelope bandw
at the output of the listener’s cochlea are identified. In or
to circumvent these difficulties, a dichotic1 synthesis has
been suggested with interleaving smoothed critical-band
velopes. This technique has two desired capabilities:~1! it
produces synthetic signals which generate cochlear temp
envelopes with prescribed bandwidth, and~2! for un-
smoothed envelopes, the synthetic signal is perceptually
distinguishable from the original. With this technique esta
lished, psychophysical experiments have been conducte
quantify the upper cutoff frequency of the auditory critica
band envelope detectors at threshold~i.e., in the context of
preserving speech quality! using high-quality, wideband
speech signals~bandwidth of 7 kHz! as test stimuli~Sec. IV!.
Finally, in Sec. V, the difficulties encountered in using t
dichotic synthesis technique to measure the cutoff frequ
cies relevant to intelligibility of speech signals with som
reasonable level of quality~say, ‘‘fair’’—or 3—on the MOS
scale2! are also discussed.

II. TEMPORAL SMOOTHING AND SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY

It is widely accepted that a decomposition of the outp
of a cochlear filter into a temporal envelope and a ‘‘carrie
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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may be used to quantify the role of auditory mechanisms
speech perception~e.g., Flanagan, 1980!. This is supported
by our current understanding of the way the auditory syst
~the periphery, in particular! operates.

Let s(t) be the original speech signal, and letsi(t) be a
bandlimited signal resulting from filterings(t) throughhi(t)

si~ t !5s~ t !* hi~ t !. ~1!

Here, hi(t) is the impulse response of thei th critical-band
filter and the operator* represents convolution. We can e
presssi(t) of Eq. ~1! as

si~ t !5ai~ t !cosf i~ t !, ~2!

where ai(t) is the Hilbert envelope3 of si(t), f i(t) is the
Hilbert instantaneous phase3 of si(t), and cosfi(t) is the
carrier of si(t). We refer to the expression of Eq.~2! as ‘‘the
envelope/carrier decomposition’’ ofsi(t).

Let ãi(t) be a filtered version ofai(t), low-passed to
some cutoff frequencyB. The envelope-smoothedcritical-
band signal is defined as

sī~ t !5ãi~ t !cosf i~ t !, ~3!

and the envelope-smoothed speech signal is defined as

s̄~ t !5(
i 51

N

s̄i~ t !5(
i 51

N

ãi~ t !cosf i~ t !, ~4!

whereN is the number of critical bands.
Figure 1 shows~from top to bottom! ~a! a 440-ms-long

segment of the original speechs(t); ~b! the output signal,
si(t), of a critical-band filter centered at 2450 Hz;~c! the
envelopeai(t); ~d! the smoothed envelopeãi(t), low-pass
filtered toB516 Hz, and~e! the envelope-smoothed critica
band signals̄i(t).

In Drullman et al. ~1994!, the envelope-smoothe
speech of Eq.~4! was used to measure human performan
in a phoneme identification task as a function of the cut
1629O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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FIG. 2. From top to bottom:~a! Fig. 1~e!, redrawn;~b!
the output signal of a critical-band filter centered
2450 Hz, for the input signal shown in~a!; ~c! the en-
velope signal of the critical-band signal of~b!; and ~d!
comparison of the envelope signals of Figs. 1~c! and
2~c!. Ordinate of all panels have the same scale.
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frequencyB of a low-pass filter representing the tempo
smoothing. Results showed that performance was hardly
fected by temporal envelope smoothing characterized by
off frequencies higher than 16 Hz.

A question that emerges at this point is whether th
findings can be considered as evidence that relevant aud
mechanisms are low-pass in nature, with cutoff frequency
about 16 Hz. This question stems from our current und
standing of the relationship between the envelopeai(t) of
the driving signal and the properties of the auditory-ne
firing patterns they stimulate. This understanding is better
particular, for AN fibers with high characteristic frequenci
~CFs!,4 where the synchrony of neural discharges to frequ
cies near the CF is greatly reduced, due to the physiolog
limitations of the inner hair cell~IHC! in following the car-
rier information. At these frequencies, temporal informati
is preserved by the instantaneous average rate of the n
firings, which is related to the temporal envelope of the u
derlying driving cochlear signal.5 Is it correct to assume tha
by presenting the listener with the envelope-smoothed sig
ãi(t)cosfi(t), the instantaneous average rate of the co
sponding stimulated AN fibers is also smoothed, limiting t
bandwidth of the information available to the upper audito
stages toB?

A. The role of interaction between temporal envelope
and phase

Such a conclusion would be justified if the processing
the speech signal would result in the signal of Fig. 1~e! at the
output of the listener’s cochlear filter. This, however, is not
the case as illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 2~b! shows the output
signal of a critical-band filter, identical to the one used
Fig. 1, for the input signal shown in Fig. 1~e!. @For pictorial
clarity, Fig. 1~e! is redrawn as Fig. 2~a!.# Figure 2~c! shows
its envelope. Clearly, these signals@of Figs. 2~b! and~c!# do
not look at all like the smooth signals of Figs. 1~e! and ~d!,
respectively. Indeed, they look very much like the origin
~nonsmoothed! signals of Figs. 1~b! and~c!, respectively.@To
highlight this point, a comparison of the envelope signa
Fig. 1~c! and Fig. 2~c!, is shown in Fig. 2~d!.# The implica-
1630 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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tion of this finding is that the envelope-smoothed spee
signal s̄(t) of Eq. ~4! is inappropriate for the purpose o
measuring the cutoff frequency of the auditory envelope
tector. This is so because, when listening tos̄(t), the human
observer is presented with rich envelope information, mu
beyond the nominal cutoff frequency of the smoothing filt

The fact that filtering the smooth signal restores much
the nonsmoothed envelope appears to be somewhat u
pected. However, two theorems, one in the field of sig
processing and one in the field of communications, prov
analytic support to this finding. These theorems determ
that: ~1! For a bandlimited signalsi(t)5ai(t)cosfi(t), the
envelope signalai(t) and the phase signalf i(t) are related
~e.g., Voelcker, 1966!, and~2! If f(t) is a bandlimited signal,
and if cosf(t) is the input to a bandpass filter@note that the
envelope of the input signal is a constant, i.e.,ai(t)51#, then
the filter’s output has an envelope that is related tof(t)
~e.g., Rice, 1973!. A corollary to these theorems is that if w
pass the envelope-smoothed signalsī(t)5ãi(t)cosfi(t)
through a bandpass filter, the bandwidth of the output en
lope is larger than the bandwidth ofãi(t) @where the extra
information is regenerated fromf i(t)#. If the bandpass filter
represents a cochlear filter, the bandwidth of the tempo
envelope information available to the listener is greater th
the nominal smoothing cutoff frequency,B!

One clarification is noteworthy. The envelope signal
Fig. 2~c! ~representing the envelope at the listener’s cochl
output! exhibits both pitch modulations and articulato
modulations. Recall that the articulatory modulations~the
main carrier of speech intelligibility! of the input envelope
signal were low-pass filtered toB ~e.g., 16 Hz!. A question
arises whether the envelope signal shown in Fig. 2~c! is
mainly composed of pitch modulations~i.e., a secondary car
rier of speech intelligibility!, while the articulatory modula-
tions are bandlimited toB, as intended. To answer this que
tion, recall that thephase informationof the input signal is
unsmoothed, comprising the unsmoothed articulatory mo
lations and the unsmoothed pitch modulations. It is imp
sible to use the analytic expressions derived by Rice to
late the response of the filter to the articulatory modulatio
from its response to the pitch modulations.~This is so be-
O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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cause of the complexity of these expressions.! Suffice it to
say that even though the articulatory information of the in
envelope signal was appropriately smoothed~e.g., to 16 Hz!,
it still exists in its entirety in the input phase signal an
therefore, will be regenerated as part of the envelope sig
at the filter’s output.

III. DICHOTIC SYNTHESIS WITH INTERLEAVING
CHANNELS

For a direct psychophysical measurement of the cu
frequency of the auditory envelope detector, we have to
sure bandlimited envelope information at the listener’s A
This requirement can be elaborated as follows. Recall
information is conveyed to the AN by a large number
highly overlapped cochlear filters, with a density and loc
tion determined by the discrete distribution of the IHC
along the continuous cochlear partition. When the source
nal s(t) is passed through this cochlear filter bank, the
sulting envelopes change gradually with CF as we m
across the filter bank. The signal-processing method we s
should enable us to generate a signal that, when pa
through the cochlear filter bank, will result in smoothed e
velopes that are the envelopes generated by the source s
s(t), low-pass filtered to the prescribed cutoff frequencyB.
This requirement, termed ‘‘the globally smoothed cochle
envelopes criterion,’’ is formulated in Sec. III A.

In Sec. III B we consider a signal-processing techniq
based on diotic6 speech synthesis, using pure cosine carri
We shall demonstrate that this technique indeed gener
smoothed envelopes at the output of the listener’s coch
but only at the locations that correspond to the frequencie
the cosine carriers. At all other locations, distortions are g
erated that are perceptually noticeable. In Sec. III C we s
gest a signal-processing technique designed to circum
this problem. The technique is based upon dichotic spe
synthesis with interleaving smoothed critical-band en
lopes, and is based on the assumption that when the
streams are presented to the left and the right ears, the a
tory system produces a single fused image~e.g., Durlach and
Colburn, 1978!. By using this procedure, perceivable disto
tions are greatly reduced.

Finally, we note that the present study is limited to me
suring the cutoff frequency of the auditory envelope det
tors only at the high CF region~i.e., frequencies above 150
Hz!. As mentioned before, ascending information at this f
quency range is conveyed mainly via the temporal envel
of the cochlear signals~while the carrier information is lost!.
The lower frequency range~i.e., below 1500 Hz! was not
addressed here since we lack understanding of the pos
mechanisms that are active at the low CFs~and are sensitive
to synchrony!.

A. The globally smoothed cochlear envelopes
criterion

Let s(t) be processed by a filter bank consisting of t
cochlear-shape filtersH1, H2 , andHx ~realized, for example
as gammatone filters, Slaney, 1993!, whereH1 and H2 are
one critical band apart, andHx is located in betweenH1 and
H2 ~Fig. 3!. Let the envelope signals of Fig. 3,a1(t), a2(t),
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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and ax(t), be temporally smoothed toã1(t), ã2(t), and
ãx(t), respectively, and let

s̃~ t !5F~ ã1~ t !,ã2~ t !!, ~5!

where F(•,•) stands for the desired signal-processi
method. Let thiss̃(t) be fed to the filter bank of Fig. 3, a
shown in Fig. 4. The resulting output signal
bi(t)cosci(t), i51,2,x, have envelope signalsb1(t), b2(t),
and bx(t) @and carrier signals cosc1(t), cosc2(t), and
coscx(t)#. For filters located at the high-frequency ran
~say, above 1500 Hz!, the desired signal-processing meth
F(•,•) should be designed to produces̃(t) such that

bi~ t !5ãi~ t !, i 51,2,x. ~6!

Note that the properties of the signal carriers cosci(t) are
being ignored since, at this frequency range, they are con
ered irrelevant due to the inability of the inner hair cell
follow the carrier information.

B. Diotic synthesis with pure cosine carriers

Reiterating Eqs.~1! and ~2!, let

si~ t !5s~ t !* hi~ t !5ai~ t !cosf i~ t !, ~7!

wheres(t) is the input signal,hi(t) is the impulse respons
of a gammatone filter centered at frequencyf i ~above 1500
Hz!, the operator* represents convolution, andai(t) and
cosfi(t) are, respectively, the envelope and the carrier of
filtered signalsi(t). Motivated by the observation that neur
firings of AN fibers originating at this frequency rang

FIG. 3. Passings(t) through cochlear-shape filtersH1 , H2 , andHx . The
spacing betweenH1 andH2 is one critical band.Hx represents one of the
many overlapping cochlear filters located in betweenH1 andH2 . The en-
velope signalsai(t) are temporally smoothed toãi(t), using a low-pass
filter.

FIG. 4. Passings̃(t) throughH1 , H2 , andHx of Fig. 3. The desired signa
processing methodF(•,•) should be designed to produces̃(t), which satis-
fies Eq.~6!.
1631O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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mainly transmit the envelope informationai(t), let us con-
sider the signal

ŝi~ t !5ai~ t !cos 2p f i t5ai~ t !cosv i t, ~8!

that is, si(t), with the original carrier cosfi(t) of Eq. ~7!
replaced by a cosine carrier cosvit. Let ai(t) be low-pass
filtered to ãi(t), and let

s̃i~ t !5ãi~ t !cosv i t. ~9!

Note thats̃i(t) is a bandlimited signal centered at frequen
f i . If s̃i(t) is presented to the listener’s ear, the result
envelope signal at the place along the cochlear partition
corresponds to frequencyf i will be the smoothed envelop
ãi(t). One possible signal-processing strategy could, th
fore, be to generate a signal

s̃~ t !5sbaseband~ t !1(
i 51

N

ãi~ t !cosv i t, ~10!

where sbaseband(t) represents the low-frequency range~i.e.,
below 1500 Hz!, and ãi(t), i 51,...,N are the smoothed
envelope signals ofN gammatone filters equally space
along the critical-band scale, with a spacing of one criti
band, above 1500 Hz.

Let s̃(t) of Eq. ~10! be presented diotically to the listen
er’s ear. The envelope at the output of the listener’s coch
filter located at frequencyf i is ~ideally! ãi(t), for eachi , i
51,...,N. However, the output of a cochlear filter located
between two successive cosine carrier frequenciesf i and
f i 11 will reflect ‘‘beating’’ of the two modulated cosine car
rier signals passing through the filter. This will result in
perceptually noticeable distortion.@Using the terminology of
Sec. III A, if F(•,•) is the diotic synthesis technique, i.e
s̃(t)5ã1(t)cosv1t1ã2(t)cosv2t, then b1(t)>ã1(t) and
b2(t)>ã2(t). However,bx(t)Þãx(t), and such will be the
case~to a different degree of dissimilarity! for every filterHx

located in between filtersH1 andH2 .#

C. Dichotic synthesis with interleaving critical-band
envelopes

1. Principle

To reduce the amount of distortion due to beating
dichotic synthesis with interleaving critical-band envelop
is proposed. As we shall see, this synthesis procedure is
perfect @i.e., it produces synthetic speech which does
satisfy Eq.~6! in a perfect way#. However, it allows us to
circumvent the difficulties encountered in the diotic synthe
procedure and significantly reduce distortions.

Let s̃odd(t) and s̃even(t) be the summation of the od
components and even components ofs̃(t) of Eq. ~10!, re-
spectively, i.e.,

s̃odd~ t !5sbaseband~ t !1 (
i Podd

ãi~ t !cosv i t, ~11!

s̃even~ t !5sbaseband~ t !1 (
i Peven

ãi~ t !cosv i t. ~12!

The distance between two successive cosine carriers in
of these signals is two critical bands, resulting in a reduct
1632 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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of distortion due to carrier beating. Whens̃odd(t) ands̃even(t)
are presented to the left and the right ears, respectively,
auditory system produces a single fused image. In Secs.
and III E, we shall examine the extent to which the fus
auditory image achieves the property of Eq.~6!.

2. Stimuli for the psychophysical experiments

Let us assume that, for a given input signals(t), we
want to generate a fused auditory image with a range
smoothed-envelope representations that are one critical-b
wide and that are centered at frequencyf i o

. To achieve this
goal, we generate two signals,s̃R(t) and s̃L(t), as sketched
in Fig. 5. More specifically, let the original signals(t) be
divided into three regions:~1! the ‘‘low-frequency range,’’ up
to frequency f low , denoted asslow(t); ~2! the ‘‘high-
frequency range,’’ from frequencyf high, denoted asshigh(t);
and ~3! the ‘‘middle-frequency range,’’ five successive crit
cal bands wide, located in between frequenciesf low and f high

and centered at the ‘‘target’’ frequencyf i o
. The critical-band

signals aresi(t)5s(t)* hi(t)5ai(t)cosfi(t), wherehi(t) is
a gammatone filter centered at frequencyf i , i 5 i o22,i o

21,i o ,i o11,i o12. Note that in Figs. 5 and 6 these critica
band spectra are sketched as ‘‘flat’’ spectra, for pictorial c
ity.

We definesR(t) andsL(t) as

sR~ t !5slow~ t !1si o
~ t !1shigh~ t !, ~13!

sL~ t !5slow~ t !1si o21~ t !1si o11~ t !1shigh~ t !. ~14!

Thus, sR(t) and sL(t) are obtained by adding the unpro
essed outputs of the filters as illustrated in Fig. 5. Simila

FIG. 5. Dichotic synthesis with interleaving channels. For pictorial clar
the critical-band spectra are sketched as ‘‘flat’’ spectra.

FIG. 6. Overlapping cochlear filters~in gray! superimposed over the spec
tral representation ofs̃R(t) ~top! ands̃L(t) ~bottom!. For pictorial clarity, the
critical-band spectra are sketched as ‘‘flat’’ spectra.
O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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the right- and the left smoothed-envelope signals are defi
as

s̃R~ t !5slow~ t !1ãi o
~ t !cosv i o

t1shigh~ t !, ~15!

s̃L~ t !5slow~ t !1ãi o21~ t !cosv i o21t

1ãi o11~ t !cosv i o11t1shigh~ t !, ~16!

whereãi(t), i 5 i o21,i o ,i o11, are the smoothed envelope
of the critical-band signals, andf i , i 5 i o21,i o ,i o11, are
the center frequencies of the critical bands in the mid
frequency range~the gray-colored bands in Fig. 5!, respec-
tively. Compared to diotic synthesis, the distance betw
two successive occupied frequency bands in each of th
signals is at least one critical band, resulting in a reduction
distortion due to carrier beating. At CF5 f i o

and its one-
critical-band neighborhood, the resulting fused auditory i
age contains smooth-envelope information in accorda
with the prescribed bandwidth. This will be demonstrated
the remainder of the section.

D. Properties of the simulated cochlear signals

Figure 6 illustrates the filtering of the signalss̃R(t) of
Eq. ~15! ~Fig. 6, top! and s̃L(t) of Eq. ~16! ~Fig. 6, bottom!
by a simulated cochlea. In both figures, a sketch of se
~overlapping! cochlear filters is superimposed~in gray! over
the spectral description of the signals.

Figure 6, top, illustrates the processing ofs̃R(t) by the
filters. All cochlear filters located to the left of filterH1 ~i.e.,
filters with lower CFs!, and all the filters located to the righ
of filter H7 ~i.e., filters with higher CFs! will produce enve-
lope signals with unsmoothed temporal structure. FiltersH2

to H6 will produce temporally smoothed envelopes whi
are merely filtered versions ofãi o

(t), with the response o
H4 being the strongest@and the most similar toãi o

(t)#. The
responses of filtersH2 andH6 are negligible, since they ar
located at the energy gaps of the input signal. The amoun
distortion due to beating is negligible since, for any CF, o
one occupied frequency band is passing through the co
sponding cochlear filter.~This is due to the wide gap, two
critical-bands wide, between any adjacent occupied ch
nels.!

Figure 6, bottom, illustrates the processing ofs̃L(t) by
the filtersH1 to H7 of Fig. 6, top. Sinces̃R(t) and s̃L(t) are
identical for f , f low and for f . f high, so is the response of a
cochlear filters located in these frequency ranges. Howe
the response of cochlear filters in the midfrequency rang
different. In contrast to their response tos̃R(t), the response
of filter H4 to s̃L(t) is the weakest while the envelope signa
at the outputs ofH2 and H6 are the strongest, similar in
shape toãi o21(t) andãi o11(t), respectively@see Fig. 6, bot-
tom, and Eq.~16!#. Also, compared to Fig. 6, top, the ga
between adjacent occupied frequency bands is only
critical-band wide, resulting in some distortion due to be
ing.

Figure 7 shows simulated IHC response at 20 succes
CFs to a 70-ms-long segment of the vowel /U/, cut fro
diphone /m–U/, starting at the transition point of /m/ int
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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/U/. The top section shows the response tosR(t) and s̃R(t);
bottom section is forsL(t) and s̃L(t). The channels’ CFs
~indicated in the upper-left corner of each panel! are equally
spaced along the critical-band scale with a spacing of o
fourth critical band, fromf low51722 Hz to f high52958 Hz,
i.e., every column~four successive channels! covers one
critical band. Each cochlear channel is realized as a gam
tone filter, followed by an IHC model.7 In this example, the
target frequency isf i o

52227 Hz, and the parameters of th
dichotic synthesizer are set tof low51722 Hz, f high

52958 Hz, f i o2151988 Hz, f i o
52227 Hz, and f i o11

52494 Hz@see Fig. 5 and Eqs.~13!–~16!#. Each panel in the
figure shows the output of the IHC model to the followin
input signals: Black lines show the output for the sign
with unprocessed critical bands,sR(t) of Eq. ~13! ~top! and
sL(t) of Eq. ~14! ~bottom!; gray lines show the output for th
signals with the envelope-smoothed critical bands,s̃R(t) of
Eq. ~15! ~top! and s̃L(t) of Eq. ~16! ~bottom!, where a
smoothed envelopeãi(t) is the envelopeai(t), low-pass fil-
tered to 64 Hz. The panel labeled 1722 Hz represents ch
nel H1 of Fig. 6, panel 2958 Hz represents channelH7 , and
panels 1988, 2227, and 2494 Hz represent channelsH2 , H4 ,
andH6 , respectively.

The response shown in Fig. 7 is in accordance with
observations made in Fig. 6. As we see in the top section,
IHCs’ response tosR(t) of Eq. ~13! ~i.e., black lines! is rich
in temporal structure. The overall energy changes with
with a stronger response by filters located in occupied
quency regions. The IHCs’ response tos̃R(t) of Eq. ~15!
~superimposed gray lines! is rich in temporal structure for
CFs belowf low and for CFs abovef high. However, the re-
sponse gradually changes with CF, becoming tempor
smoothed~and similar to the envelope signalãi o

(t)!. The
output energy peaks at CF5 f i o

, then slowly decays for filters
located at the frequency gap of Fig. 6, top. Note that dis
tion due to beating is negligible. Analogous behavior is illu
trated in the bottom section of Fig. 7. Here, minimum r
sponse is produced at CF5 f i o

while maximum response is
produced at CF values nearf i o21 and f i o11 . Note also the
distortion produced by beating which, for this particul
vowel, is most noticeable at CFs in the left energy gap
Fig. 6, bottom~i.e., CF'1900 Hz!.

E. Properties of the fused auditory image

1. Integration of left and right channels

During listening, the subject’s response is based up
the information contained in the fused auditory image. T
‘‘low-frequency range’’ and the ‘‘high-frequency range
@slow(t) and shigh(t) of Eqs. ~13!–~16!# are presented to the
listener diotically, creating an auditory image with conve
tional properties. However, the midfrequency range is p
sented dichotically, with interleaving critical bands. Th
raises a question about the properties of the resulting fu
~internal! auditory image. It is reasonable to assume that
formation from left and right ears originating at similar CF
will be integrated to generate a fused image. The use
1633O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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FIG. 7. Simulated IHC response at 20 successive C
to a dichotically synthesized speech. The figure sho
the response to a 70-ms-long segment of the vowel /
cut from diphone /m–U/, starting at the transition poin
of /m/ into /U/. The channels are located one-fourth
one critical band apart, with every column~four succes-
sive channels! covers one critical band. Black line
show the output for the input signals with unprocess
critical bands,sR(t) of Eq. ~13! ~top! andsL(t) of Eq.
~14! ~bottom!. Gray lines show the output for the inpu
signals with envelope-smoothed critical bands,s̃R(t) of
Eq. ~15! ~top! ands̃L(t) of Eq. ~16! ~bottom!, where the
envelopes are low-pass filtered to 64 Hz. See the t
for details.
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dichotic stimulus with interleaving critical bands ensur
that, at any CF, when one ear is stimulated, the opposite
is not. Nevertheless~as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7!, cochlear
channels located at the energy gaps of the input signal
duce a nonzero output. The proposed synthesis proced
therefore, only ensures that, at any CF, information from
stimulated ear is stronger than the information from the
posite ear. In Fig. 7, at any given CF, the panel from the
section~say, right ear! is assumed to be combined with th
corresponding panel from the bottom section~left ear!. In
particular, for CFs nearf i o

, the signals from the stimulate

ear are stronger than the signals from the other ear.
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2. Coarse variation of IHC responses with CF

The proposed dichotic synthesis technique produces
inherent distortion due to undersampling~in CF! of the IHC
response. Recall that information is conveyed to the AN b
large number of highly overlapped cochlear channels, wit
density and location determined by the discrete distribut
of the IHCs along the continuous cochlear partition. Whe
signal with unprocessed critical bands@e.g.,sR(t) or sL(t)# is
passed through this cochlear filter bank, the resulting I
responses change gradually with CF. Passing a signal
envelope-smoothed critical bands@s̃R(t) or s̃L(t)# through
O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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FIG. 8. Illustrating the coarse variation of IHC respon
with CF, due to the undersampling of the auditory cha
nels~an inherent property of the dichotic synthesis tec
nique!. The figure shows the simulated IHC response
Fig. 7 smoothed to 64 Hz, for the input signals wit
unprocessed critical bands~black!, and for the input
signals with the envelope-smoothed critical ban
~gray!. Note the richer variation with CF for the unproc
essed input signals~black!. Notations are same as in
Fig. 7. See the text for details.
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the same filter bank will result in much coarser change. T
is so because, in synthesizings̃R(t) and s̃L(t), pure cosine
carriers are used to place a few smoothed-envelope sam
~sampled with a frequency resolution of two critical band!
at the appropriate locations along the basilar membrane.
is illustrated in Fig. 8, which is similar to Fig. 7 with th
exception that, at each panel, the signals are the corresp
ing signals of Fig. 7 low-pass filtered to 64 Hz. The figu
shows the change in envelope as a function of CF for
input signals with unprocessed critical bands~black! and for
the input signals with envelope-smoothed critical ban
~gray!. With s̃R(t) as an input~top section!, all overlapping
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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cochlear channels located in the center column are fed w
the same amplitude-modulated~AM ! signal ãi o

(t)cosvio
t,

with f i o
52227 Hz. Therefore, the simulated IHC respons

of these channels~in gray! are merely filtered versions o
ãi o

(t), and their similarity toãi o
(t) depends on the fre

quency response of the corresponding gammatone filte
contrast, withsR(t) as an input, the variation in the simulate
IHC responses of the corresponding channels~in black! is
richer, reflecting the detailed information of the signal wi
the unprocessed critical bands. Analogous behavior will
cur for sL(t) and s̃L(t) as inputs~bottom section!. Note that
1635O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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the coarse variation of the IHC responses with CF limits
extent to which the fused auditory image achieves the pr
erty of Eq.~6!.

3. Sparse IHC responses for excessive envelope
smoothing

Due to the undersampling of the IHC responses~Sec.
III E 2! the coarse representation with CF becomes spars
an excessive envelope smoothing, causing a significant
ceivable distortion. If the bandwidth ofãi(t) is B, the band-
width of the AM signal ãi(t)cosvit is 23B. Hence, for
s̃odd(t) and s̃even(t) of Eqs.~11! and ~12!, each defined as a
sum of AM signals forf .1500 Hz, the energy gap betwee
two successive occupied frequency bands increases asB de-
creases. Consequently, more cochlear channels located i
tween successive cosine carriers will have a weak respo
resulting in a sparse fused image. Illustratively, ifB→0, the
upper frequency band ofs̃odd(t) and s̃even(t) becomes a sum
of sinusoids. The perceived distortion sounds as an add
monotonic ‘‘musical note.’’

4. Spacing between successive cosine carriers

Recall that the dichotic synthesis technique was int
duced to reduce perceivable distortions rising from the b
ing of two modulated cosine carriers passing through a
chlear filter located in between the carriers’ frequencies.
the signalss̃odd(t) and s̃even(t) of Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, the
spacing between successive cosine carriers was set to b
critical bands wide. This choice was somewhat arbitrary. O
viously, the greater the spacing is, the smaller the beat
induced distortions are. However, increase in spacing
result in a coarser variation of IHC responses with CF~Sec.
III E 2!. Analogously, decreasing the spacing, e.g., to red
sparse envelope representation for small values ofB ~Sec.
III E 3!, will reintroduce a perceptible amount of beatin
induced distortions. This trade-off between beating-indu
distortion and distortions due to sparse envelope represe
tion is inevitable.

IV. DICHOTIC SYNTHESIS AND SPEECH QUALITY—
EXPERIMENTS

In this section we use the dichotic synthesis techniqu
conduct two separate experiments in the context of pres
ing speech quality. In experiment I~described in Sec. IV B!
we examine how speech quality is affected by replacing
carrier information of the critical-band signal by a cosi
carrier @i.e., replacing cosfio

(t) by cosvio
t#, while keeping

the envelope information untouched. In experiment II~Sec.
IV C! we measure how speech quality deteriorates as
envelope bandwidth at the listener’s cochlear output
gradually reduced.

A. Database, psychophysical procedure, subjects

The stimuli for the experiments were generated
implementing the dichotic synthesis technique@Eqs.
~13!–~16!#. Twelve speech sentences were used, spoken
three female speakers and three male speakers~each speake
1636 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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contributed two sentences!. Since the experiments were con
ducted in the context of preserving speech quality, wideb
speech signals were used, with a bandwidth of 7000 Hz.
speech intensity was set to 75 dB SPL. The stimuli are ch
acterized by the center frequency of the middle freque
range@i.e., f i o

of Eqs.~13!–~16!# and by the processing con
dition. We used five center frequencies, equally spaced
the critical-band scale and separated by~roughly! two critical
bands~1600, 2000, 2500, 3200, and 4000 Hz!. We used six
processing conditions: one condition representing the sig
with unprocessed critical bands@where the right and left
signals aresR(t) and sL(t) of Eqs. ~13! and ~14!, respec-
tively#, four conditions representing signals withenvelope-
smoothed critical bands@where the right and left signals ar
s̃R(t) and s̃L(t) of Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, respectively#, with
envelope bandwidths of 512, 256, 128, and 64 Hz, an
control condition, termed thenull condition, where the five
successive critical bands centered atf i o

are set to zero.8

In both experiments, we used the ABX psychophysi
procedure. In this procedure, two sets of stimuli, the ‘‘ref
ence set’’ and the ‘‘test set,’’ are defined. A stimulus in t
reference set has a counterpart in the test set; both sti
differ only by their processing condition. At each trial,
stimulus from the reference set and its counterpart from
test set are assigned to be the A stimulus and the B stimu
at random. Then, the X stimulus is randomly chosen to
either the A or the B stimulus. The listener is presented w
the A, B, and X stimuli~in this order!, and must decide
whether X is A or B. In our version, there is no ‘‘repea
option. Note that if the listener makes his decisions at r
dom ~this may occur if the reference set and the test set
perceptually indistinguishable!, the probability of correct de-
cision is 50%.

Five subjects participated in each experiment~same sub-
jects for both experiments!. All subjects are well experience
in listening to high-quality audio signals~speech and music!.

B. Experiment I—Carrier information

In this experiment we validate the hypothesis that
high CFs the auditory system is insensitive to the car
information of the critical-band signals and that ascend
auditory information in this frequency range is convey
mainly via the temporal envelope of the cochlear signa
Towards this goal, we measure the probability of correct
sponse in an ABX psychophysical procedure, using a re
ence set and a test set as defined in Table I. A stimulus in
reference set and its counterpart in the test set differ in
characteristics of the carrier information of the critical-ba
signals at the middle-frequency range~Fig. 5!. As indicated
in the middle column of Table I~processing condition!, a
reference stimulus is comprised of the signalss̃R(t) and
s̃L(t) of Eqs.~15! and~16!, respectively, with the envelope
low-pass filtered to 512 Hz~i.e., zero carrier information bu
full envelope information9!. The corresponding test stimulu
is composed of the signalssR(t) andsL(t) of Eqs.~13! and
~14!, respectively~i.e., containing the full carrier and the fu
envelope information!.
O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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TABLE I. Stimuli for experiment I~Sec. IV B! and experiment II~Sec. IV C!. Each entry denoted by* contains
12 sentences, spoken by three female and three male speakers~two sentences each!.

Processing condition Center frequencyf i o
, in Hz

Carrier Envelope bandwidth 1600 2000 2500 3200 400

Reference cosvio
t 512 Hz * * * * *

Test—Experiment I cosf(t) full * * * * *

cosvio
t 256 Hz ¯ ¯ * * *

Test—Experiment II cosvio
t 128 Hz * * * * *

cosvio
t 64 Hz * * ¯ ¯ ¯

Test—Control null null * * * * *
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C. Experiment II—Envelope bandwidth

In this experiment we measure the upper cutoff f
quency of the auditory critical-band envelope detector,
terms of the minimal bandwidth of the critical-band envelo
that ensures transparent speech quality. Towards this g
we measure the probability of correct response in an A
psychophysical procedure, using a reference set and a te
as defined in Table I. A reference stimulus and the co
sponding test stimulus are composed of the signalss̃R(t) and
s̃L(t) of Eqs.~15! and~16!, respectively. They differ only in
the bandwidth of the critical-band envelopes, with the ba
width of a reference stimulus being 512 Hz. In the test s
only two smoothing conditions were used at each center
quency~to reduce the overall number of trials, and hence
experimental load on the subjects!. For f i o

51600 Hz and
f i o

52000 Hz, the envelope bandwidths were 64 and 128
~Note that the bandwidth of critical bands located at th
center frequencies are 180 and 250 Hz, respectively.! For
f i o

52500 Hz, f i o
53200 Hz, andf i o

54000 Hz, the envelope
bandwidths were 128 and 256 Hz~where the correspondin
bandwidth of critical bands are 300, 360, and 440 Hz!.

D. Results

In conducting the experiment, all test stimuli of expe
ment I, experiment II, and the control experiment were co
, Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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bined into one set (@5 center frequencies#3@4 test pro-
cessing conditions#3@12 sentences#5240 sentences–see Tab
le I). These sentences were randomly shuffled, then divi
into four groups of 60 sentences each. The counterpart
erence stimuli were arranged in the same order. Each sub
participated in four sessions~a group of 60 sentences pe
session!, lasting about 10 min each (@60 ABX
trials#3@3 sentences#3@'3 seconds#5'600 seconds).

The results are presented in Fig. 9. Each panel repres
performance at the center frequency specified at the up
right corner of the panel. The bandwidth of a critical band10

centered at that frequency is also indicated in parenthe
The abscissa of each panel indicates the processing cond
of the test set stimuli. The entrysi(t) represents the condi
tion with unprocessed critical bands~experiment I!, the en-
tries 256, 128, and 64 Hz represent the conditions w
envelope-smoothed critical bands~experiment II!, and the
entry null represents the control experiment.~We chose to
display all conditions in the same panel since a test set, in
experiments, is always contrasted with the same refere
set—see Table I.! The ordinate is the probability of correc
identification of the identity of the X stimuli~during the
ABX procedure!, in percent. The proportion of correct re
sponse for each subject was computed from 12 binary
sponses~one binary response for each sentence in the exp
ment!. Each entry shows the mean and the standard devia
of
a

the

n-
ro-
is

f

re-
ub-
FIG. 9. Probability of correct response as a function
processing condition, with the center frequency as
parameter. Center frequencies are specified at
upper-right corner of the panel~the bandwidth of the
corresponding critical bands is also indicated, in pare
theses!. The abscissa of each panel indicates the p
cessing condition of the test set stimuli. The ordinate
the probability of correct identification of the identity o
the X stimuli ~during the ABX procedure!, in percent.
Each entry shows the mean percentage of correct
sponse and the standard deviation among the five s
jects. See the text for details.
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FIG. 10. Experimental results of Fig. 9, broken into tw
groups according to speaker gender, male speaker
black, female speakers in gray. Differences may be
tributed to the interaction between the spectral conte
of the stimulus~location of formants, pitch! and the
center frequency under consideration.
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of these five numbers.~A simple analysis of variance dem
onstrated that the interaction between subject and proces
condition was not significant, so that it is legitimate to po
results from the five subjects.!

The control experiment~indicatednull on the abscissa!
confirms the assumption that a removal of a frequency b
five-critical-bands wide results in a perceivable degrada
in quality. This is so because for all center frequencies
considered, the mean probability of correct response is
nificantly above 50%.

For experiment I@indicated assi(t) on the abscissa#, the
mean probability of correct response is about 50% for
higher center frequencies~i.e., 2500, 3200, and 4000 Hz!. As
the center frequency decreases, the mean probability of
rect response increases~62% for f i o

52000 Hz, and 74% for
f i o

51600 Hz!. This result confirms the hypothesis that
high center frequencies~above'1800 Hz! the auditory sys-
tem is insensitive to the temporal details of the carrier inf
mation, and that the full carrier cosf(t) can be replaced with
a cosine carrier cosvt.

For experiment II~indicated as 64, 128, and 256 Hz o
the abscissa!, at higher center frequencies~i.e., 2500, 3200,
and 4000 Hz! the mean probability of correct response
about 50% for an envelope bandwidth of 256 Hz.11 For the
other two center frequencies~1600 and 2000 Hz!, a 50%
mean probability of correct response is measured for an
velope bandwidth of 128 Hz. Note that these bandwidth v
ues are considerably smaller than the bandwidth of the c
cal bands centered at the corresponding center frequen
~indicated in the upper-right corner, in parentheses!, and are
roughly one-half of one critical band.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the experimental results of Fig.
broken into two groups according to speaker gender, m
speakers in black, female speakers in gray.~Obviously, the
number of observations per entry per subject is now o
six.! The figure shows that at most center frequencies and
most processing conditions, performance is not affec
much by the speaker gender. Differences may be attribute
1638 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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the interaction between the spectral contents of the stim
~location of formants, pitch! and the center frequency unde
consideration.

V. DICHOTIC SYNTHESIS AND SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY

In Sec. IV, the dichotic synthesis technique was used
measure the cutoff frequencies of the auditory envelope
tectors at threshold~i.e., the cutoff frequencies which main
tain the quality of the original speech!. A question arises
whether the technique can also be used to measure the c
frequencies in the context of speech intelligibility, for spee
signals that maintain some reasonable level of speech qu
~say, above MOS level 3!. In the following, it will be argued
that speech stimuli produced by dichotic synthesis
intelligibility-related experiments are of poor quality, wit
MOS readings well below 3.

Suppose that we want to repeat the phoneme identifi
tion experiment reported by Drullmanet al. ~1994!, by using
a dichotically synthesized speech, with temporal envelo
that are low-pass filtered to a cutoff frequencyB. Which
values ofB are reasonable for such an experiment? Expre
ing temporal envelope information in terms of the amplitud
modulation spectrum, two kinds of modulations may be co
sidered as information carriers of speech intelligibility—t
articulatory modulations and the pitch modulations. Of the
the pitch modulations convey only a limited amount of ph
nemic information~this is so because for speech signals,
salient mechanism for pitch perception is based on reso
harmonics at the lower frequency range12!. The major carri-
ers of phonemic information are, therefore, the articulat
modulations.@Indeed, the STI method is aimed at measuri
these MTFs~Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980!.# Hence, theB
values for a phoneme identification experiment should be
the order of a few tens of Hz, determined by the mechan
properties of the articulators. Recall the properties of
speech signals generated by the dichotic synthesis techn
O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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~Secs. III D and III E!. For an appropriate spacing betwe
successive cosine carriers~Sec. III E 4!, and forB values of a
few tens of Hz, the resulting speech stimuli generate fu
auditory images that are too sparse~Sec. III E 3!, and suffer
severe degradation in speech quality~to MOS levels well
below 3! due mainly to an overriding monotonic tonal a
cent. The speech signals produced by the dichotic synth
technique are, therefore, inadequate for experiments inten
to measure intelligibility-relatedBs while maintaining fair
quality levels. The appropriate signal-processing metho
yet to be found.

VI. DISCUSSION

This study was motivated by the need to quantify t
minimum amount of information, at the auditory-nerve lev
that is necessary for maintaining human performance in ta
related to speech perception~e.g., threshold measuremen
for speech quality, phoneme classification for speech inte
gibility !. Such data are needed, for example, for a quan
tive formulation of a perception-based distance measure
tween speech segments~e.g., Ghitza and Sondhi, 1997!. The
study was restricted to the frequency range above 1500
where the information conveyed by the auditory nerve
mainly the temporal envelopes of the critical-band signa
From the outset, it was assumed that these envelopes
processed by distinct, albeit unknown, auditory detect
characterized by their upper cutoff frequencies which,
turn, determine the perceptually relevant information of
envelope signals in terms of their effective bandwidth. T
main contribution of this study is the establishment of
framework that allows the direct psychophysical measu
ment of this bandwidth, using speech signals as the
stimuli.

Measuring the perceptually relevant content of tempo
envelopes was the subject of numerous studies, mos
which were aimed at measuring the amplitude-modulati
spectra using threshold-of-detection criteria. These stu
~e.g., Viemeister, 1979; Dauet al., 1997a, 1997b, 1999
Kohlrausch et al., 2000! used nonspeech signals as te
stimuli—mostly signals with a bandwidth of one critic
band.13 The present study extends the scope of previous s
ies by providing threshold measurements of the coch
temporal envelope bandwidth~which may be regarded as th
bandwidth of the amplitude-modulation spectrum! for speech
signals, hence providing an estimate of the threshold ba
width of a target auditory channelwhile all other channels
are active simultaneously.

In order to conduct these experiments, a sign
processing framework had to be formulated that would
capable of producing speech signals with appropriate tem
ral envelope properties. As was shown in Sec. II, if the
velope of a critical-band signal is temporally smoothed wh
the instantaneous phase information remains untouched~e.g.,
Drullman et al., 1994!, the resulting synthetic speech sign
evokes cochlear envelope signals that are not necess
smoothed. This rather counterintuitive behavior~which is
theoretically founded, as discussed in Sec. II A! suggests tha
a different criterion should be used for signal synthesis, s
that the resulting speech signal will evoke temporal en
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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lopes with a prescribed bandwidthat the output of the listen-
er’s cochlea~Sec. III A!. Such a signal-processing techniqu
is yet to be found. However, in Sec. III C, an approxima
solution has been introduced based upon dichotic spe
synthesis with interleaving smoothed critical-ba
envelopes.14

With this technique established, psychophysical m
surements were conducted using high-quality, wideba
speech signals~bandwidth of 7 kHz! as the test stimuli. The
measurements show that in order to maintain the quality
the original speech signal~1! there is no need to preserve th
detailed timing information of the critical-band signal~ex-
periment I, Sec. IV B!; ~2! the perceptually relevant informa
tion in this frequency range is mainly the temporal envelo
of this signal, and~3! the minimum bandwidth of the tempo
ral envelope of the critical-band signal is, roughly, one-h
of one critical-band~experiment II, Sec. IV C!. These results
are in line with the widely accepted observation that
higher center frequencies, due to the physiological limi
tions of the inner hair cells to follow detailed timing infor
mation, neural firings at the auditory nerve mainly repres
the temporal envelope information of the critical-band s
nal.

The data obtained here can be compared to previo
published data only qualitatively, because of the marked
ference in the underlying frameworks. As discussed by o
ers ~e.g., Dauet al., 1999; Kohlrauschet al., 2000!, a reli-
able measurement of amplitude-modulation spectra can
obtained when the stimulus bandwidth is sufficiently n
rower than the critical band of the target auditory chann
Previous studies that meet this requirement provide tight
timates of the envelope bandwidth at threshold, since
measurements for the target auditory channel are obta
with zero external stimulation of all other channels. In co
trast, the measurements in the present study are taken
all auditory channel simultaneously active~the test stimuli
are wideband speech signals!, allowing interaction across
channels~e.g., due to spread of masking!. A qualitative com-
parison shows that estimates of envelope bandwidths
tained in this study are indeed lower than those publis
earlier. For example, for an auditory channel at CF of 30
Hz, the estimate of the envelope bandwidth using a cos
carrier is roughly one critical band~i.e., about 350 Hz, Kohl-
rauschet al., 2000!. For speech stimuli at similar CFs, th
envelope bandwidth is about 250 Hz~Fig. 9!.

The methodology presented in this study provides
framework for the design of transparent coding system15

with a substantial information reduction~due to the use of
fixed cosine carriers, modulated by smoothed critical-ba
envelopes, Ghitza and Kroon, 2000!. One desirable property
of this coding paradigm is that it performs equally well f
speech, noisy speech, music signals, etc. This is so since
coding paradigm is based solely on the properties of
auditory system and does not assume any specific prope
of the input source.

Finally, the dichotic synthesis technique is inadequ
for the purpose of measuring the cutoff frequencies relev
to intelligibility of speech signals with fair quality level
~say, above MOS53!. Recall that the main information car
1639O. Ghitza: Upper frequency of auditory envelope
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riers of speech intelligibility are the articulatory modulatio
~e.g., Sec. V!. Following a reasoning similar to the one us
in measuring the cutoff frequencies at threshold, the app
priate speech stimuli should satisfy the criterion of gene
ing temporal envelopes withsmoothed articulatory modula
tions at the output of the listener’s cochlea. In view of th
discussion in Sec. II, a speech signal produced by smoot
the envelope signal alone~while keeping the original instan
taneous phase information untouched! is inadequate becaus
it will regenerate, at the cochlear output, most of the origi
envelope information, including the articulatory modulatio
and the pitch modulations. Indeed, the dichotic synthe
technique is capable of producing speech stimuli that ge
ate cochlear temporal envelopes with smoothed articula
modulations as desired. Alas, the quality of these signal
well below MOS53 ~Sec. V!. We still lack the knowledge of
how to synthesize speech stimuli which simultaneously
isfy both requirements~i.e., cochlear temporal envelope
with smoothed articulatory modulationsand a prescribed
level of speech quality!.
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1Signals presented to left and right ears are different.
2The Mean-Opinion-Score, or MOS, is a test which is widely used to as
quality of speech coders. It is a subjective test that can be categorized
rating procedure. Subjects are presented, once, with a speech senten
are requested to score its quality using a scale of five grades. The g
~and their numerical aliases! are Excellent~5!, Good~4!, Fair ~3!, Poor~2!,
and Bad~1!. The MOS is the mean score, averaged over the database
the subjects.

3The Hilbert envelopeand theHilbert instantaneous phaseare defined as
follows: Let zi(t) be the analytic signal of si(t), i.e., zi(t)5si(t)
1 j ŝi(t), whereŝi(t) is the Hilbert transform ofsi(t). We expresssi(t) in
terms of zi(t) as si(t)5R(zi(t))5ai(t)cosfi(t), where ai(t)
5Asi

2(t)1 ŝi
2(t) is theenvelopeof si(t), andf i(t)5arctan@ŝi(t)#/@si(t)# is

the instantaneous phaseof si(t).
4CF, for Characteristic Frequency, indicates the place of origin of a nerv
fiber along the basilar membrane in frequency units.

5Obviously, there is no distinct boundary between the low-CF and high
AN regions. Rather, the change in properties is gradual. Our working
pothesis is that the region of transition is around 1500 Hz.

6The same signal is presented to both ears.
7The IHC model is comprised of a half-wave rectifier, followed by a lo
pass filter with the amplitude transfer functioniH( f )i
51/A(11( f /600)2)(11( f /3000)2), reflecting the synchrony roll-off in
AN firings ~e.g., Johnson, 1980!.

8The null condition is for control purposes, to validate the assumption th
removal of a frequency band five-critical-bands wide indeed causes
ceivable degradation in quality.

9Note that the bandwidth of the critical band centered at the highest ce
frequency considered in this experiment~i.e., f i o

54000 Hz! is about 440

Hz.
10We follow theERB definition of a critical band, according to Moore an

Glasberg~1983!.
11Note that at center frequency of 4000 Hz the mean probability of cor

response, for an envelope bandwidth of 256 Hz, is about 33%. This i
1640 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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cates that the two conditions are being distinguished somehow, but tha
response is consistently incorrect.

12Recall the existence of two competing mechanisms for pitch percep
One is based upon resolved harmonics and, for speech signals in pa
lar, operates at the lower frequency range~say, below 1500 Hz!;, the other
is based on temporal envelope periodicities and operates at the h
frequency range. When both mechanisms are active~as in the case of
speech signals! the salient mechanism is the former one~e.g., Goldstein,
2000!.

13The study by Drullmanet al. ~1994! belongs to a different category sinc
it used a threshold criterion related to speech intelligibility~i.e., percent
correct in a phoneme classification task!. Obviously, Drullmanet al. had
to use speech signals as test stimuli.

14See Secs. III D and III E for a discussion on the properties and the sh
comings of this approximate solution.

15That is, at the receiving end, the system produces speech signals th
perceptually indistinguishable from the original speech.
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